
 

Weekly Expiry Monthly Expiry

18-Nov-22 28-Nov-22

USDINR LTP /           

(Previous Day)
81.50/ (81.44) 81.64/ (81.30) 81.67/ (81.34)

ATM Vols (in %) 9.53% 6.16%

ATM Straddle Price 0.36 0.69

5 days Rolling

21 days Rolling

Historical Volatility

13.61%

9.74%

Futures

Spot

81.75

 

  

 

 

  
 

 

 

USDINR Futures  
(November) 

 
Global cues are slightly positive for the USD today. Overnight, US economic data was a mixed bag with weak industrial production data but 
very strong retail sales numbers. Retail sales rose 1.3 percent in October from September after being unchanged in the previous month. Growth 
was higher than the consensus call of 1 percent. Strong consumer spending should keep the Fed hawkish but it is also a fact that inflation is 
slowing down across the board. Hence, Fed has enough reasons to not just slow the pace of hikes to 50 bps in December but also to pause 
after taking rates to 5% and that is exactly what the US money market is pricing.  
Fed pivot lead rebalancing in markets have been sharp and hence it can be said that for US Dollar Index to fall further and equity markets to 
keep rising, US bond yields have to slide even more and that appears unlikely without an even deeper inversion in the yield curve as short rates 
are well anchored with 5% rate peak expectation. That’s why we are seeing the first signs of a possible bottom formation in the US Dollar 
against major currencies and fatigue in the equity rally. Oil prices are also sliding on global growth concerns.  
USDINR has been erratic over the past three trading sessions. This could be a sign of a bottoming. But the range right now is wide. It is as wide 
as 80.50 and 82.20 levels on spot. Trading this range would not be easy. One can consider butterfly or iron fly as positional trades. For directional 
bets, we do not have a clear trade as of now. We would keep you updated through our upcoming memos. 
 

 
 

 

 

GBPINR Futures  
(November) 

The UK CPI print come in higher than expected, courtesy of the higher energy and food price. The traders will majorly focus on the UK’s 
Autumn budget today, where the new government is expected to strike a balance between getting back the confidence and stability in the 
economy without stifling growth and also making sure that the conservative party wins the next election. The UK’s Chancellor is expected to 
fill the 50-billion-pound budget shortfall, which is expected to be filled by tax increases and government spending cuts. The GBPUSD after a 
strong up move seems to be facing some rejection near the 1.20 mark.  
  
The GBPINR has had a great week to date, and the pair has rallied from the lows of around 92.50 to 97.00. This massive up move was major 
because of the softening dollar. Technically, we might see supports placed near the 96.20 mark and the resistance could come near the 
97.40. 

 
 

 

 

EURINR Futures  
(November) 

The recent dollar softening has benefited the EURO big time, the EURUSD pair moved higher from the lows of 0.97 to 1.05 in a matter of a 
week. off late the pair has been facing some headwinds near the 1.05 mark as both the FED and the ECB have been giving out mixed 
statements, about the rate hike in the coming meeting.  
  
The EURINR pair has had a very strong up move from the lows of 81.30 to 84.88. In the sessions to come, we can expect the support to come 
around the 84.30 zone. On the upside, we might see the resistance come in near the 85.20 level. 

 
 

 

 

 

JPYINR Futures  
  (November) 

The YEN has been closely following the US 10-year bond yields, the recent fall in the yields below the 4% mark has been a big blessing for the 
YEN, and we saw the USDJPY pair move below the 140.00 mark.  
  
The JPYINR pair too moved higher after it broke above the 57.20 level, as a matter of fact the pair moved higher towards 59.00 on 
Wednesday. Going ahead we can expect the supports to be placed around the 58.00 zone and the resistance to come in near the 58.60- 
58.70 zone 

 
 

 

 

  

INR Pairs (Trading Range for the Day – (November Futures) 

 USDINR EURINR GBPINR JPYINR 

LTP (% Change) 81.64 (0.37) 84.65 (-0.20) 96.90 (0.05) 58.51 (0.19) 

Intraday View Bullish Range bound Range bound Bullish 

Technical Range 81.38-81.88 84.39-84.89 96.65-97.15 58.26-58.76 

Important Indicators 

 DXY BRENT CRUDE 

LTP 106.55 91.81 

1W back 107.93 93.27 

1M back 111.99 90.56 

Date: 17 Nov 2022 

What Options Open Interest (OI) Saying? 

 

 

Massive open interest addition is seen in the 82.00 and 82.50 CE and 81.00 PE indicating that the market is expecting the range to be between 81.00 ad 82.00. Mixed 
statements from the FED, keeping the Vols elevated 

Reach us at: ks.currency-research@kotak.com                      Disclaimer: https://bit.ly/longdisc 

 


